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Change and Continuity in the 
Personal Vote after Electoral 

Reform in Taiwan 

NATHAN F. BATTO 

Taiwan's new mìxed-member m句Orita門。n (MMM) syslem should 
promote戶r lower leνels of personal voting than its old single nontransfer 
able vole (SNT吵吵S的n. Since personal vot，由 0月 conν'entionally con 
trasted with party votes, this should lead to more partisan politics. How
ever, 1 argue that personal votes must be dJ的aggregated into two distinct 
typ目 Intra-party personal voters favor a parti口.tlarparty and simply pick 
one candidate over other party nominees. Extra-party pel自:sonal 凹的..s do

not like the party, and pick the candidate dl臼pite his or her party q，伊liation
ln this paper, 1 argue that Taiwan's electoral 呵form has reduced 0附all

personal voting妙 eliminating intra-party personal votes. However, there 
are clear continuit闊的 extra-partypersonal凹的 Oneimplic叫ón ofthis 
is that Taiwan should e早已ct 1.目's， not more, partis削 politics i月 的β，Iu陀

KEYWORDS: Taiwanj single nontransferable vote (SNTV); mixed可memberj

personal votej electoral reform. 

* * * 
When Taiwan scrapped 的 old single nontransferable vote 

(SNTV) for a new mixed-member m吋oritarian (MMM) system, 
it was reasonable to expect that one of the changes that Taiwan 
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would experience under the new system was a change in the nature of 

personal votes. The new MMM electoral system creates much weaker 

incentives for politicians to cu1tivate a personal vote than the old SNTV 

system did. Strong personal votes are associated with numerous types of 

behavior that are generally considered undesirable, such as factionalism , I 
voting against the party line in the legislatu間" seeking pork 自or local con

stituencies,' spending more time back home in the district than in the 

capital,' more campaign spending,' corruption,6 and other forms of local

ism7 Therefore, changing the incentives to cultivate a personal vote could 

potentially alter the nature of Taiwanese politi囚，

The literature on the personal votes has heretofore been preoccupied 
with the question of "how much仙Electoral systems have been classified 

according to whether they engendered 1arger or smaller incentives to cu1ti

vate a personal vote. What the literalure has overlooked is the question of 

"whatkind仙 In this paper, 1 argue that we must differentiate between two 

d宜erent types of personal votes. One type, intra-party personal votes, con

sists of voters who prefer the candidate's party, but choose that pa的cular

candidate over other nominees from the same party because of his or her 

special qualities. Another type, extra-party personal votes, consists of 

INathaniel B. Thayer, How the Conservatives Rule .A中an (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Uni 
versity Pre凹， 1969); Gerald L. Curtis, Elecfion Campaîgning Japanese Si砂le (New York 
Columbia UnÎversity Pre間， 1971); and J. Mark Ramseyer and Frances M. Rosenbluth, 

Japan's Political Marketplace (Cambrid醉， Mass.: Harvard University P扭扭， 1993) 
2Barry Ames, The Deadlock 01 Democracy in Brazil (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan 
Press, 2002), 187-223 
3Ba虹y Ames, "Electoral Rules, Constituency Pressures, and Pork Barrel: Bases ofVoting in 
the Brazilian Congress," Journal ofPolitics 57, 00. 2 (May 1995): 324-43 

4Richard Fenno, Hom目tyle: House Members in Their Districts (New York: Ha中er Collins, 
1978) 
'Ga可 w. Cox and Michael F. Th悶， "The Cost ofJntraparty Competition: The Single, Non
transferable Vote and Money Politics in Japan," Comparative Po/itical Studl刮到， no. 3 
(June 1998): 267-91 

6Miriam Golden and E封n比c C.c. Cαha珊a缸岫n】耳ι'
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2001): 588乎622
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voters who do not prefer the candidate's p叮咚 These voters cross party 

lin臼 mor甘er to vote 自or the candidate. 

Different electoral systems encourage candidates to place differing 

emphases on appealing to these different types of personal voters. In Tai

wan's case, both the SNTV and the single-member district (SMD) portion 

of the MMM system encourages candidates to cultivate extra-party per

sonal votes, but only the SNTV system encourages them also to cultivate 

intra-party personal votes 

In this paper, 1 argue that there has been both change and continuity 

in the nature of personal votes in Taiwan following the electoral reform 

Theoretically, 1 argue that there is no longer a need to cultivate intra-pa句

votes. As such, a far smaller percentage oftotal votes should be thought of 

as personal votes. This marks a significant change in Taiwan's electoral 

politi凹. However, 1 also argue that there has been remarkable continui大y

in the number of extra-party personal votes. Empirically, 1 will demon

S甘ate geographical continui大y in the personal vote from the last SNTVelec

tion in 2004 to the first MMM election in 2008. 1 interpret this as evidence 

that candidates cultivated similar extra-p盯ty personal votes both before 

and after the electoral reform 

The paper wiU proceed as follows. The first section will review the 

literature on the personal vote, conceptualize the intra- and extra-party per

sonal vote, and discuss the impact of different electoral systems on the per

sonal vote. The second section will discuss Taiwan's electoral reform, oper

ationalize key variables, and draw testable hypotheses. The third section 

will provide detai!s on the data set. The fourth section will present a statis

tical test ofthe hypotheses. The final section will sum up 血e argument and 

speculate on what this change in intra-party personal votes and continuity in 

extra-p叮ty personal votes might mean for partisan politics in Taiwan. 

The Personal Vote 

The personal vote is typicalIy defined by what it is not. Specifically, 
the personal vote is not a party vote. In other words, if a voter is not voting 
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for a candidate on the basis ofthe collective party reputation, then the voter 

must be attracted by some individual attribute òf that candidate. Shugart, 
in an article reviewing the state ofthe literature on electoral systems, writes 

that the personal vote is "typically defined as that part of a candidate's vote 

that results from his or her own individual characteristics or actions, rather 
than from his or her party label 吋 In an even s仕onger statement, Carey and 

Shugart suggest that the間 is sometimes a zero-sum relationship between 

personal reputation and party reputation: "if electoral prospects depend on 

winning votes cast for the individual politician instead of, or in addition 

to, votes cast for the party, then politicians need to evaluate the trade-off 
between the value of personal and party reputations. ,,' 

Carey and Shugart realize, of course, that electoral prospects for in

dividual candidates vary according to the electoral system, and they lay out 
four factors-whether party leaders control access to the ballot, whether or 

how votes are pooled, the type of ballot presented to the voter, and district 
magnitud←一that affect incentives to cultivate the p目:sonal vote. Since 

this artic\e is widely considered the definitive statement on the relationship 

between the personal vote and the electoral system, 1 wil\ review their 

argument in some detail 

Ballot access refers to the degree to which party leaders are able to 

present a fixed, ranked slate of candidates to the voters. Typically, a c\osed 

8Matthew Soberg Shugart, "Comparative Electoral Systems Research: The Maturation of a 
Field and New Challenges Ahead," in The Polit悶 01Electoral Systems, ed. M岫ael Gal 
lagher and Paul Mitche l1 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 25-55, quote 00 46 
Shugart instructs readers to see Ca間， Ferejohn, and Pioriana's oft-cited book 00 the personal 
vote as one ofthe first clear expressions ofthis typical definitioo. However, Ca凹， Ferejohn, 
and Fioriana have a somewhat more complex notion ofthe personal yote. They argue that 
in addition to partisan affi1iation, there are other thin醉， such as class，自ligion ， and ethnicity 
that do not belong in the realm ofthe pe自onal vote. See Bruce Cai月 John Ferejohn, and 
Morris Fiorina, The Personal 時te: Constituency Service and Electoral Independence 
(Cambridge, Ma目 Harvard University Press, 1987), 9. Most subsequent treatments have 
implicitly disagreed with this. For example, Ames gives examples ofBrazilian candidates 
whose appeals are based on their working class backgrounds, Japanese ancestry, and evan 
gelical religious belie品， respectively. See Ames, The Deadlock 01 Democracy in Brazil, 
47-49 

9John M. Carey and Matthew Soberg Shugart, "Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote: A 
Rank Ordering of Electoral Formulas," Electoral Studies 14, no. 4 (De臼mber 1995) 
417-39 , quote on 419 
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list proportional representation (PR) system maximizes pa此:y leaders' con

trol. This control is weaker in an open list PR system, since voters can re

order the candidates, and it is weakest in a system in which pa吋y leaders do 
not control who runs and who does not. To the extent that pa吋y leaders 

control access to the ballot, individual candidates have less control over 
their fate and benefit less by cultivating a personal vote 

When there are several party nominees in a district, votes may be 
pooled so that they count for the party first and only secondarily for the in司

dividual candidate. For example, in an open list PR system, all the votes of 
a party are typically pooled together to determine how many overall seats 

the party will win. Only after this are the votes then used to determine 

which individuals will win those seats. In contrast, in an SNTV system, 
votes are not pooled at all. It does not matter how many votes a party wins; 

it only matters how many votes each individual candidate wins. Systems 

in which votes are pooled at the factionallevel constitute an intermediate 

case. Pooling increases the degree to which a candidate's fate is tied to 

the fate of the overall party. As such, pooling decreases the incentive to 

cuItivate a personal vote 

The way the ballot can be marked defines the choice that voters 

can make, and this has important repercussions for personal votes. In 

some systems, such as closed list PR, the voter can only indicate a single 

preference for a political party. There is no way for the voter to indicate 

a preference for any individual candidate within the party. Obviously, 
this makes it much less valuable to cultivate a personal vote. In other 

systems , voters can vote for multiple candidates, either within or across 

parti的﹒ For example, in a single transferable vote (STV) system, a voter 

indicates preference rankings for each candidate. This gives the voter 

the freedom to indicate wholehearted support for a party by ranking alI 
of its nominees above those from all other parties or to ignore party 

labels and jump across party lines. Finally, a system such as SNTV, in 

which voters cast a single vote below the party level, maximizes the im
portance of a personal vote. In such a system, voters have no way of in

dicating support for the entire party; they are forced to choose a single 

candidate within the party 
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Finally, district magnitu悔， the number of seats elected from a district, 
interacts with the other three factors to affect incentives to cultivate a per

sonal vote. In general, a larger district magnitude magnifies the trends 

established by the other factors 

Carey and Shugart go on to rank each electoral system. Closed list 

PR provides the smallest incentives to cultivate a personal vote, while 

SNTV is at the other extreme. SMD systems fall between these two ex
甘e口les.

What is missing from this discussion is the recognition that not all 

personal votes are alike. Some personal votes are strong statements of sup

port for an individual candidate in spite of his or her party label, while 

others result more from the requirements of the electoral system to choose 

a particular candidate within the preferred party than from any strong preι 

erence for that candidate. Conceptually, the critical question is whether a 

candidate's personal qualities are compe\ling enough to convince a voter to 

cross party lines. In other words, some voters select a candidate because 

they like the party and they like that particular candidate more than any 
other nominee from the par旬. Other voters select a candidate in spite ofthe 

party. Cultivating the forrner group, which 1 call intra-party personal votes, 
can be a very di日語rent task from cultivating the latter group, extra-party 

personal votes. In甘a-party personal voters are generally at!racted by ap

peals that are compatible with the party platforrn. To win ex甘a-party per

sonal votes, a candidate must convince voters that his or her position is 
somehow different from the overall party platforrn. 

Different electoral systems not only incentivize more or fewer per

sonal votes; they also encourage different combinations of intra-party and 

extra-party personal votes. 

For intra-party personal votes, the critical question is whether pa前y

supporters must simply accept whichever candidates pa句 leaders nomi

nate, can opt to support either the party or one of several party nominees, 
。r must choose among pa前y nominees. 1 distinguish among four different 

levels (see table 1). Intra-party pe自onal votes should be minimi自dwhen

voters cannot make any choice below the party level, as in closed list PR 

Party leaders nominate a slate of candidates, and party supporters have to 
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Table 1 
Incentives to Cultivate Intra and Extra-Party Personal Votes 

Incentives to cultivate intra-party personal votes 

Le叫 Criterion Example 

High SNTV Voter must indicate preference for one 
and only one candidate among multiple 
nominees from the same party 

SMD (with multiple nomine的
from a party) 
Open list PR (without option 
to vote for party) 

Medium-high Voter must indicate preference for 
candidates, but may choose multiple 
candidates 

STV 

Medium-Iow \而oter may choose to vote for entire Open list PR (with option to 
party or individual candidates vote for party) 

Low Voter must vote for enti阻 par甲; no Closed list PR 
pr間e扣加r閒c臼efi品orm吋ld晶ivid血ua剖1 can吋di沮da訓te i昀s SMD(肛、w叫叫11由ho阻n叫11抄yor凹 no阻ml

y抄) allowed 仕伽o蚵omap伊叮削t砂叭

Incentives to cultivate extra-party personal votes 

Level Crite川'on E.丸'ample

High Voter can vote for individual candidate SNV 
without supporting other nominees STV 
from party SMD 

Medium Voter can vote for individual candidate, Open list PR 
but 由is also suppo此S other nominees 

Low 

from party 

Voter cannot vote for individual 
candidate; must support all party 
nominees equalIy 

Closed list PR 

simply accept that sIate or go against their party preferences altogether. 

SMD elections in which there is only one nominee per party are also in this 

category. A P旺ty supporter has little choice but to accept the party's nomi

nee, even if the voter does not particularly like that candidate. The second 

level, with more intra-party personal voting, feamres electoral systems 
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that give the voter an option of either voting for the party slate or an in 

dividual candidate within that slate. In Brazil's open list PR system, for 

example, voters can either vote for a candidate or they can simply vote for 

the whole party. Here, the voter does not have to difIerentiate among the 

various candidates of the party if he or she does not want to. In the third 

and fourth levels, party supporters are forced to differentiate among their 

party's nominees. In the third level, voters may not simply vote for the 

par旬; they must vote for individual candidates. However, in these electoral 

systems, voters cast multiple votes. This allows voters who wish simply 

to support the party as a whole to vote for all party nominees and no other 

candidates. For example, in Ireland's STV system, a Fianna Fai! supporter 

might cast his or her first three votes for the three Fianna Fai! candidates in 

the district and then refrain from marking any fourth or fifth preference 

Even here, however, the voter must decide which of the three Fianna Fail 

candidates should receive the first preferen間， and which should only 

receive the third, and far less valuable, preference. In the fourth level, there 

is no way for a party supporter to support the party as a whole. Here, a voter 

must support one and only one candidate, so voters must actively weigh the 

strengths and weaknesses of each candidate rather than simply seeing them 

as all the same. Electoral systems in this level include SNTV, open list PR 

with no option to vote for the party, and SMD with multiple nominees from 

the political pa旬，

For extra-party personal votes, the critical question is slightly differ

ent. By definition, extra-party personal voters like the candidate but dislike 

the party. Therefore, extra-party personal votes should be more common 

when voters have the opportunity to vote for a particular candidate without 

having to also suppo此 the other nominees from that pa吐y. There are three 

distinct levels. Extra-pa前y personal voting should be lowest when thère is 

no opportunity to express a preference for an individual candidate, such as 

in closed list PR. An intermediate level features systems in which voters 

can express preference for a certain individual, but that vote also helps 

other candidates from the same party. For example, in open list PR, a vote 

for a candidate helps that candidate more than any other candidate, but, 
since the votes are pooled, it also helps the other party nominees by in-
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creasing the chance that the party list wiIl win an additional seat. Extra 

party personal voting should be highest when a voter can suppo此 a partlcu

lar candidate without supporting any other pa此y nominees at al l. Many 

electoral systems fall within this level, including SMD, STY, and SNTV 

With one major excepti凹， this division of personal votes into intra

and extra-party personal votes yields only moderate differences from Carey 

and Shuga此's taxonomy. Closed list PR is still the least likely system to 

see personal voting, regardless of whether it is of the in甘a- or extra-party 

variety. Likewise, personal voting is still the highest in SNTV The big diι 

ference is in how SMD systems with party endorsement are viewed. Carey 

and Shugart consider this system to feature fairly high levels of personal 

voting-Iess than SNTV but more than either STV or open list PR. 1O How

ever, it is only the incentive to cultivate an extra-party personal vote that is 

strong in SMD systems. There is no oppo加nity for intra-party personal 

voting jn p盯tisan SMD elections. 1n other words, while a system such as 

SNTV or STV should see a mixture ofboth intra- and ex甘a-party personal 

votes, all the personal votes in an SMD system with only one candidate 

per party are of the extra-pa此y variety. 

This discussion presumes that voters have at least weak party prefer>

ences. The higher 由e proportion of voters who satisfy this assumption, 
出e more the division ofpersonal votes into intra- and extra-party personal 

votes makes sense. Some may object that, in many countri間， a large pro

portion ofvoters do not have any party preferences. For example, a com

mon argument about Japanese politics 的 that most voters do not identi秒

with political parties the way that voters in Westem democracies do. Stand

ard survey items on party identification show that the percentage of party 

identifiers in Japan 凹， indeed, comparati、rely low. However, Japanese 

voters do "habitually" vote for the same party over and over. ll 1 argue that 

IOTo use their tenninology, Carey and Shugart c1aim that incentives to cultivate a personal 
vote are greater under a plurality formula with party endo凹ement and candidate voting than 
either STV with par大y endorsements or open list PR wÌth a single vote. See Carey and 
Shugar丸 "Incentives to Cultivate a Personal Vote," 426-27. 

!刊lBr，問ad叫le叮yM.Ri昀ch恤Jar吋ds叩。叩n凡1 ，
h岫av盯1。ζ可r，" Ameri叮Cα叫nP.σlit，白1C，αal Scf，帥C臼eReνt紹éw82， n回0.3 (September 1988): 696-刁718
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Table 2 
Expectations for Personal Votes in SNTV, SMD, and Closed List PR Systems 

System 

SNTV 
SMD 
Closed lìst PR 

Intra-party personal votes 

High 
Low 
Low 

Extra-party personal votes 

High 
High 
Low 

this indicates at least a weak party preference. Moreover, in Japan's new 

MMM electoral system, voters have to cast one vote for an individual 

candidate in the SMD tier and one vote for a party in the list tier. If large 

numbers of Japanese voters have no party preferer時間， we might expect 

that tumout in the list tier would be markedly lower, as many voters with

out opinions about the parties would simply decline to vote in the list 

tier. However, in both the 2003 and 2005 national elections, the number of 

votes in the two tiers differed by fewer than 100,000 votes nationally. 

Either large numbers of Japanese voters selected parties randomly, or, more 

like紗; the overwhelming majority had at least weak preferences 

Taiwan's Electoral Reform and the Personal Vote 

Electoral reforms provide us with a unique opportunity to observe the 

division of personal votes into intra- and extra-party personal votes. Tai

wan's recent reform presents us with a pa此icularly good vantage point. 

After decades of using SNTV, Taiwan adopted an MMM system 自Dr the 

2008 legislative elections. The MMM system is a combination of SMD 

and closed list PR tiers. This effectively gives us observations from three 

electoral systems that reward very different quantities and types of personal 

votes. As summarized in table 2, only SNTV should see high levels of 

intra-pa此y personal votes, while both SNTV and SMD should see high 

levels of extra-party personal votes. Both SMD and closed list PR should 

see very low levels of intra-party personal votes. In fact, since it is impos 

sible to register a preference 自or one party candidate over another in either 
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ofthese systems, in SMD because there is only one candidate and in closed 

list PR because a voter can only express preference for a party label, we 

will assume that there are zero intra-party personal votes in these two sys 

tems. Closed list PR should also see very low levels of extra-party personal 

voting. Extra-party personal voting is at least plausible in closed list PR; 

one might think of a voter who votes for a party he dislikes because a friend 

or 間lative is a candidate on that party's list. However, in this paper, given 

the fairly large district magnitude, which diminishes the already small in 

centives to cultivate a personal vote in a closed list system, 1 will assume 

that the level of extra-party personal voting in Taiwan's closed list tier is 

also effectively zero 

Many of the serious candidates in the SMD tier of the 2008 election 

had previously run and won in the 2004 elections held under SNTY. We 

should not expect any major changes in the ability of these candidates to 

attract a personal vote. While they no longer needed to cultivate an intra 

party personal vote in 2008, they still had a strong incentive to cultivate an 

extra-party personal vote. It follows that they should have followed the 

same types of strategies in both elections, an且也ey should have mobilized 

roughly the same extra-pa此y personal votes in both elections. Since per 

sonal votes tend to be geographically identifiable-• most candidates have 

disproportionate numbers of friends, family, associates, and other extra 

pa此y personal votes in some areas and far fewer in others-we should see 

continuing strength in 2008 in areas that were strong in 2004 and continu

ing weakness in the weaker areas 

Operationalizing ex甘a-party personal votes is a challenge in both the 

2004 and 2008 elections. For the 2008 SMD elections, given the assump 

tion that there are no intra-party personal votes, the number of extra-party 

personal votes a candidate gamered in a particular area is simply the total 

number of votes he or she won minus the number of votes the pa前y could 

be expected to win. This, in 側rn， requires an estimate of party support 

Fortunately, we have such an estimate from the closed list PR tier. As 

noted above, incentives for personal votes are extremely low in closed list 

PR, so we can safely assume that the list vote is an accurate barometer of 

the partisan balance in any district. To the extent that the SMD tier results 
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deviate from the list tier results, this must reflect the extra-party personal 

votes of the SMD tier candidates 

In fact, the 2008 list tier vote is perhaps the best precinct level esti

mate of party support ever co l1ected in Taiwan. Survey sample sizes are 

too smal1 to yield useful estimates at the precinct level, and the results from 

other elections are skewed by the personal votes ofthe candidates running. 

Because ofth間， 1 wi l1 use the 2008 list tier vote to estimate party support 

in both 2004 and 2008. 
There are methodological concerns with using the list tier vote as 

an indicator of the party vote, although 1 argue none is serious enough to 

warrant abandoning its use. Several scholars have noted that there are con

tamination effects between the vote totals in the two tiers. 12 In particular, 
there is evidence that a party's list vote is higher when it runs a candidate 

in the district tier. As a result, many small parties are tempted to run can

didates in districts even when there is little chance that they might win 

the seat. To deal with this problem, 1 do not investigate individual par

ties. Rather, 1 look at the two big camps. The Green camp includes the 

Democratic Progressive Par可 (DPP，氏主進步黨) and the Taiwan Solidar

ity Union (TSU，台灣團結聯盟)， while the Blue camp includes the Kuo

mintang (KMT，國氏黨)， People First Party (PFP，親民黨)， and New Party 

(NP，新黨). There was almost always one (and usua l1y only one) candidate 

from each camp running in the district tier. So while the DPP list vote 

might have been higher if it were a DPP nominee, and the TSU list vote 

might have been higher if it were a TSU nominee, the overal1 Green camp 

list vote was probably relatively unaffected. In addition to dealing with 

the contamination effect, combining the KMT, PFP, and NP into one Blue 

camp resolves problems arising from the various a1liances and mergers of 

these parties, In 2004, the NP ran its candidates under the KMT label, 

12Karen E. Cox and Leonard 1. Schoppa, "Interaction Effects in Mixed~Member Electoral 
Systems: Theory and Evidence from Germany, Japan, and Italy," Comparative Political 
Studi由衍， 00. 9 (Novemh叮刮目2): 1027-53; and Federico Ferrara, Erik S. Herron, and 
Misa Nishikawa, Mixed Electoral Sys的ns; Contaminatìoll and Its Cons呵uences (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005) 
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while the PFP ran its candidates under its own name. By 2008, the K孔1T

and PFP had merged, so there were no PFP candidates. The NP had no dis且

trict candidates, but it did have a separate identity in the list tier. It is im

possible to sort out each party's relative strength in the two elections, but 

it is fairly easy to figure out the Blue camp's overaIl vote share. A final as

sumption that must be acknowledged is that the structure of each camp's 

support did not significantly change between 2004 and 2008. In the 晶。llow

ing analysis, I wiIl examine the two camps separately, so if the Green 

camp's vote share declined from 2004 to 2008 but this simply reflected a 

lower percentage of the same groups and regions, there should be no sig

nificant bias in the results. I have no reason to believe that the Blue camp 

suddenly became much more popular in 2008 than in 2004 with the highly 

educated, the milita哼， or voters in southem Taiwan, or any other major 

voting constituency 

One implication ofthis definition is that a candidate's personal vote is 

affected by his or her opponents' personal votes. This can result in unex

pected findings, such as having a negative measure for a personal vote. 

Negative personal votes do not make sense when considering a single can

didate, but they are readily understandable in a multi-candidate context. 
Suppose there are only two candidates, and one is very strong in a particular 

area. The other candidate wiIl garner fewer votes than his or her party list 

wins, yielding a negative estimate of his or her personal votes. However, 
this does not mean that he or she actuaIly had a negative p即sonal vote; it 

simply means that the opponent stole away a larger number of his or her 

party suppo吐ers than he or she could 阻place with extra-party personal 

voters. Because of this, the following analysis will keep opponents in 

mind when analyzing data 

Operationalizing ex虹a-party personal votes in 2004 is even more 

challenging than in 2008. In fact, the equation is under-identified. Ifa can 

didate's total vote is the sum ofparty votes, intra-party personal votes, and 

extra-party personal vot肘， we have to estimate the latter two numbers with 

only the former two numbers, an impossible task. Instead, I wiU estimate 

total personal votes and employ an assumption about their geographical 

distribution. First, the assumption is that, for any candidate, the geograph-
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ical distribution of intra-party personal votes is nearly the same as the geo 

graphical distribution of extra-party personal votes. That is, in areas where 

the candidate has many friends, relatives, and other people in his or her 

social network, he or she will be able to attract large numbers ofboth intra 

and extra-party votes. Voters who already support the party will choose the 

candidate over other party nominees because they are more likely than 

similar voters in other areas to have some sort of social tie with the candi 

date, and, likewi間， voters who do not support the party will be more likely 

to cross party lines than similar voters in other areas for exactly the same 

reason. Given this assumption, the next step is to calculate the expected 

non-personal vote, in this case the share of the candidate's camp vote. As 

argued above, the best estimate of a camp's vote share is the 200日 list tier 

vote, and, all things being equal, each of the k party nominees in a district 

might expect to receive lIk of these votes in each precinct. Thus, the 

estimate of the candidate's personal vote in 2004 is the actual number of 

votes he or she garnered minus the expecte性 share of the party vote. More 

formally, personal votes in 2004 and 2008 are estimated as 

c:ampListSha舟
P的onaH有ote2叫 = Candi血的 ，sDistrictVoteShare2糊

Number可Ca叫ψCandid叫自2004

PersonalVote2ooS = Candidate' sDistrict的teShare200S - CampListSJ悶悶岫

In 2004 as in 2008, it is possible to get a negative estimate of a can

didate's personal vote. Again, this is a reflection of the personal votes of 

the other candidates in the district rather than an indication that there are 

voters actually subtracting from the candidate's vote total by casting nega

tive personal votes. Since there are so many other candidates in each dis

trict, it is not feasible to try to control for all the opponents' personal votes 

in 2004 the same way that it is possible to control for the main opponent's 

personal vote in 2008. However, it might be less impol祖nt to do so. In the 

large multimember districts under SNTV, there were often so many can

didates that every precinct was in some candidate's strongest areas. In 

other words, for any particular candidate, the fraction ofvotes stolen away 
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by the personal appeals of all the other candidates was arguably close to a 

constant. Different candidates might have been stealing those votes in diι 

ferent areas , but everγwhere there was a voter susceptible to a personal ap

peal, some candidate was busy cultivating that vote. If this assumption is 

generally accurate, then our estimate of each candidate's personal vote in 

2004 is largely a reflection ofhis or her efforts, minus some constant 

This leads us to a pair oftestable hypotheses about the continuity of 

personal votes across the two electoral systems. Theoretically, the ex 

pectation is that there should be minimal differences in a given candidate's 

extra-party personal vote from 2004 to 2008. However, given the difficul 

ties in operationalizing the extra-party personal vote, we must retreat to 

a cruder hypothes間， that there are minimal differences in the candidate's 

total personal vote from 2004 to 2008. Theoretically, since the intra-pa吋y

personal vote under SMD is effecti、rely zero, the total personal vote in 2008 

is the extra-party personal vote. The total personal vote from 2004 is not 

equivalent to the ex甘a-party personal vote. However, we assume that the 

total personal vote and the extra-party personal vote are highly correlated 

from precinct to precinct. If these assumptions are reasonably accura缸，

then we should be able to find a statistical relationship. Precisely, the hy 

potheses to be tested are: 

Hl: Controlling for his or her camp's vote sh旺e， a candidate's 2008 dis 

trict tier vote will be higher where his or her 2004 personal vote is 

stronger. 

H2: Controlling for his or her camp's vote share, a candidate's 2008 dis

trict tier vote will be lower where his or her opponent's 2004 personal 

vote IS stronger. 

To illustrate these hypotheses, we look at Longshou Village, Guishan 

Township, Taoyuan County (桃園縣龜山鄉龍壽村) (see table 3). This 

village was part ofTaoyuan County First District. In 2008, the two main 

candidates , Chen Gende (陳根德) of the KMT and Li Zhennan (李鎮楠)

of the DPP were both incumbents. The 2008 list vote indicates that this 

village leans to the Green camp, with the Green camp winning 55.8 percent 
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Table 3 
Results from Longshou Village, Guishan Township, Taoyuan County 

Chen (KMT, Blue) Li (DPP, Green) 

2008 camp list share 42.3% 55 那也

2004 number ofcamp candidates IO 9 
Candidate's expected 2004 vote share 4.2% 6.2% 
Candidate's actual2004 vote share 2.3% 46 日%

2008 district vote share 38.2% 的 0%

of list votes compa間d to the Blue camp's 42 .3 percent. In 2004, Li had 

been very strong in this village, gaining 46.0 percent of the overall vote 

This was a stunning achievement, since there were eight other Green camp 

candidates vying for the same pooI ofvotes. In the absence of any personal 

votes, Li might have been expected to gain only 6.2 percent. In short, Li's 

personal vote is estimated at about 39.8% ofthe voters, a very high figu間

Our assumption is that Li had a high number ofboth intra- and extra-party 

personal votes, though it is mathematically possible that all ofLi's personal 

votes were in1ra-party personal votes, since his 46.0 percent was still below 

the pa旬's 55.8 percent list share. If the assumption is incorrect, and Li 
was unable to win any extra-party personal votes in 2004, then there is no 

reason to expect him to be able to win any extra-party personal votes in 

2008. As such, his 2008 vote share should not have been much different 

from the party list total. If, however, the assumption that large personal 

votes imply high levels ofboth intra- and extra-pa吋y personal votes is cor

rect, then it is reasonable that Li's extra-party personal voters would con

tinue to support him in 2008, and his vote total in 2008 should be markedly 

h也her than the party list total. 

Li's opponent in 200日， Chen, did worse than might be expected in 

20日 4. He only won 2.3 percent ofvotes in this village where he might have 

expected to win about 4.2 percent. This yields an estimated personal vote 

of -1.9 percent. As noted above, this negative number is a reflection of 

Chen's opponents' strong personal votes rather than any actual negative 

personal vote. It is, however, evidence of a very weak personal vote, both 

intra- and ex甘a-party， in this village 
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If our hypotheses are corre仗， we might expect Li to win more than 

55.8 percent in the district and Chen to win fewerthan 42.3 percent in 2008. 

In fact, Li won 60.0 percent of district votes in 2008, while Chen only won 

38.2 percent. This outcome is readily explainable in light of our expecta

tions of continuity in extra-party personal votes. Of course, while a single 

anecdote is consistent with .our hypotheses, a more conclusive test requires 

a larger data se!. 

Data 

1 collected precinct-level election retums for the 2004 and 2008 elec

tions. Unfortunately, precincts are not stable 企om year to year, so 1 was 

forced to aggregate the data up to the next-level, village (村里，口m or li) 
Each village typically produces between 400 and 4000 valid votes. Vil

lages a阻 forrnal administrative district芯， so most villages do not change 

from year to year. However, in each election cycle, a small number of 

village boundaries are redrawn. Between these two elections, three town 

ships completely revamped all village boundaries. 1 obtained the redistrict

ingplans 仕om each ofthese township govemments and combined villages 

so that each case contained the same areas in 2004 and 2008. This gave me 

7,737 cases in2004 and 7,758 cases in2008. Therewe間 also some town 

ships that changed the boundaries of one or two villages. Usually, after a 

period ofpopulation growth, they found it necessary to split a large village 

in half. One half typically retained the old name, while the other half was 

given a new name. It is quite easy to eliminate the village with the new 

name, as it has no data for 2004. However, 1 also wanted to eliminate vil 

lages with significantly larger or smaller populations in the two elections 

As such 1 eliminated all villages whose valid district votes were either 50 

percenthigher or 50 percent lower in 2008 than in 2004. This has the added 

benefit of eliminating villages in which extremely high popnlation growth 

meant that the voters in 2008 were quite unlike the voters in 2004. 

Another problem that 1 faced was dealing with primarily aboriginal 

viIlages. Voters with aboriginal status vote in special districts, but they 
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cast their list tier vote along with all other voters. As such the \ist tier vote 

share might reflect the preferences of several hundred voters, while the dis

trict tier might only have a few dozen valid votes. To avoid this problem, 
1 eliminated all villages that had more than twice as many valid list votes 

as district votes in 2008 

1 also worried that extremely small villages might affect my results. 

Since 1 am using percentages, and percentages can swing wildly when there 

are only a few voters, 1 eliminated al1 villages with fewer than 200 valid 

district votes in 2008. 

This gave me 7,214 cases that were comparable in 2004 and 2008. 

However, many of these cases were problematic politically, and 1 had to 

throw away several districts. 1 do not be\ieve that these districts were 

fundamentally different from those 1 ended up analyzing. It is simply that, 
because ofvarious circumstances, these districts did not provide for a c\ean 

test. 1 discarded eleven (0f73 total) districts as follows 

1 discarded three districts due to Green camp comp1ications. The 

Green camp did not run a candidate in Taitung County (台采縣). In Taipei 

County (台北縣) First District, the DPP nominated a candidate who had 

won his race in 2004 as a KMT candidate. In Taoyuan County Sixth Dis

trict, the DPP nominated a candidate who had run as an independent in 

2004 and won as a PFP candidate in 2001. Since neither of these two had 

drawn on Green camp support in 2004, it is hard to deterrnine their ex

pected party vote in that election. 

There were four districts in which the B\ue camp did not nominate a 

candidate in 2008. While they were c\early a\lied with an independent, 
1 decided not to assume that independents a l1ied with the B\ue camp were 

equivalent to actual B\ue camp candidates. These four districts are 

Taichung County (台中縣) Second District, Tainan County (台南縣)

Second District, Pingtung County (屏束縣) First District, and Penghu 

County (澎湖縣)

There were also four districts in which 1 determined that it was im

possible to get a clear picture of Blue camp vote share or personal vote. 

Jinmen (金門) and Lia吋iang (達 1工) counties are dominated by the Blue 

camp, and the real competition is usually between a Blue camp nominee 
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and an independent affiliated with the Blue camp. As such, the Blue camp 

nominee's vote is not a reflection ofparty support plus a personal vote in 

the same way that we find in most other districts. Similarly, in Miaoli 

County (苗果縣) Second District, the KMT nominated two candidates 

in 2008. Since the Green camp is extremely weak in this district, the two 

finished first and second. However, it is difficuIt to compare their personal 

votes to those found in other districts with only one Blue camp candidate 

Finally, in Hualian County (花蓮縣) the KMT declined to nominate a can

didate in 2004. There were several independents, and the KMT was hoping 

for one of them to emerge. However, if one assumes that there was only 

one Blue camp nominee, the PFP candidate, expected vote shares are ex

tremely skewed. Instead of arbitrarily deciding that one, two, or three of 

the independents were actually Blue camp candidates, 1 discard the district 

This leaves 6,191 villages that are highly comparable from 2004 to 

2008. 

Results 

In this section, hypotheses one and two are tested.. 1 use a simple 

OLS regression model in which the dependent variable is the 2008 camp's 

district vote share. There are three independent variables, including the 

camp's list vote share, the candidate's 2004 personal vote, and the op

ponent's 2004 personal vote. 1 expect the coefficient for the camp list vote 

share to be close to one. Based on Hypothesis One, 1 expect the coefficient 

for the candidate's 2004 personal vote to be positive, and, based on Hy司

pothesis Two, 1 expect the coefficient for the opponent's 2004 personal vote 

to be negative. As noted above, 1 test the Blue and Green camps separately 

For candidates who did not run in 2004, 1 adopt two different strate

gies. Fir肘， 1 run a model with new candidates' personal votes coded as miss

ing. This model includes only cases in which both of the main candidates 

have track records. Second, because in almost all of the cases excluded in 

the first model one of the candidates has a track record from 2004, 1 run a 

second model in which new candidates' personal votes are coded as zero 
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Table 4 
OLS Regression of the 2004 Personal Vote on the 2008 District Vote 

Blue camp Green camp 
Model1 扎1odel2 Model3 扎1odel4

b S1g b S1g b S1g b S1g 
(se) (s吋 (se) (自)

Camp vote share 857 郁 869 * 910 * 1.008 * 
(日 09) (.007) (.010) (.008) 

Candidate's 2004 personal 245 • 257 * 188 喝拉 267 司醉

(.010) (.010) (.013) (.013) 

Opponent's 2004 personal vote -.132 * 159 * -.167 導 -.150 總

(.012) (.011) (.010) (.011) 

Constant 088 • 079 * 032 司F -.022 * 
(.005) (.004) (.004) (.003) 

N 2812 6191 2812 6191 

R2 78 75 77 75 

Note: The dependent variable is the camp's 2008 district vote. In Models 1 and 3, the per
sonal votes of candidates who did not run in 2004 are coded as missing. In Models 2 and 4, 
they are coded as zero 
*p<.OOl 

Table 4 shows that in all four models, all of the coefficients are sig

nificant and in the expected direction. The list vote is far and away the 

strongest predictor ofthe district vote. However, after controlling for the 

list vote, personal votes from the 2004 election are useful predictors for 

the 2008 district vote. In areas in which the candidate has a strong 2004 

personal vote, his or her 2008 district vote is significantly higher. In areas 

in which the opponent has a strong 2004 personal vote, the candidate's 

2008 district vote is signi日cantly weaker 

Note that the coefficients for a candidate's 2004 personal vote are far 

smaller than one, ranging from .188 to .267 in the four models. In other 

words, candidates' personal votes in 2008 were only about one-fourth or 

one-fifth the size ofthe 2004 personal votes. This large decline is not sur

pnsm臣， given the assumption that intra-party personal votes were far more 
numerous than extra-party personal votes in 2004 and the theoretical argu-
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ment that the electoral reform eliminated all the intra-party personal votes. 

How big are the effects? At first glance they seem q叫te modest. 

Using Model 2, an increase of ten percent in the candidate's personal vote 

and a decrease of five percent13 in the opponent's personal vote increases 

the predicted 2008 district vote share by 3 .4 percent. While three or four 

percentage points do not seem like much, one must remember that many 

races have been decided by far smaller margins. Moreover, this model has 

already controlled for partisan preferences. These 2008 personal votes 

are almost certainly what we have conceptualized as extra-party personal 

votes. These are the hard votes to win, since these voters likely disagree 

with the candidate's party on important points. Even in districts that are 

not ultimately decided by these small margi帥， a swing of a few percentage 

points is very valuable. 14 

Discussion 

Empirically, this paperhas identified two main trends. First, the over

all incidence of personal voting has declined substantially from 2004 to 

13Large positive deviations from the mean tend to be more common than large negative de
viations from the mean，自pecially as the district magnitude increases 

141n the literature on American congressional elections, a generation of scholars worried 
about concems, firstraised by Mayhew, that the large margins between winners and losers 
and high incumbency rates meant that elections did not exert pressure on representatives 
to be responsive to their constituents. Jacobson refuted this thesis with two main points 
First, he argued that partisan swings were larger than in the past, so that large margins of 
Vlcto可 did oot make representatives as safe as it might appear. Second, he noted that 
repr自由tatìves fought hard for eve可 vote even in years in which they expected to win 
easily because they took a careerist approach to Cong時間 One election loss would deraîl 
a career, so they could not afford any vulnerability that might attract a strong competitor in 
the future. See David R. Mayhew, "Congressional Elections: The Case ofthe Vanishing 
Ma嗯inals，" Pol，咿 6， no. 3 (S句pring 19功74句): 29仍5-31η7; Gary C. Jac叩obson ， "Runnin 
Elec叫tJ昀o叩15 and Co叩ngn悶'es臼Sl抽o叩nal PO叫1;咐t“lC臼5 in the 198ûs丸S"叮in Cong，何s口s: Str叫'uctUJi何eα耐'IldPolicy, ed 
Ma仗the唸ewD.McCu咄bbins and Terry Sullivan (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 
39-81; and Gary C. Jacobson , "The 此lar且inals Never Vanished: Incumbe泊cy and Competi
tion in Elections to the U.S. House of Repre5entatives, 1952-1982," Americán Journal of 
Political Science 31 , no. 1 (February 1987): 126-41. While conditions in Taiwan do not 
exactly mirror those in the United States, it is reasonable to expect that successful politi
cl8ns 由 not take victory for granted 
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2008. Second. there is geographic continuity in personal votes from 2004 

to 2008. If a candidate won a disproportionately large number of votes in 

a particular village in 2004, he or she was likely to win a disproportionately 

large number of votes in that vi11age again in 2008. 

How are we to understand these findings? According to the tradi

tional literature on personal voting, which assumes a dichotomy between 

personal votes and party votes , this reduction in personal voting implies an 

mcrease mpa抗y voting. Since the type of po1itics necessary to cultivate a 

personal vote is vastly different from the type of politics amenable to build

ing a strong party vote, this change might potentia11y transform the nature 

ofTaiwanese politics. 

In this paper, 1 have argued that it is not sufficient to simply consider 

the quantity of personal votes because not a11 personal votes' are alike. 

Some, intra-party personal votes, come from within the ranks of party sup

porters, while others, extra-party personal votes, come from voters who 

would not otherwise support the candidate's party. Under SNTV, both 

types are common. Under the SMD tier ofMMM, since there is typica11y 

only one nominee per party, there is no way for a voter to express prefer

ences below the party level. The only type of personal vote feasible is the 

extra-party personal vote. 

Since we expect to see extra-party personal votes both before and 

after the electoral reform, it is fair to ask whether we actually do see much 

continuity. While 1 was unable to direct1y operationalize extra-party per

sonal votes under the SNTV system, there is a clear geographical con

tinuity between personal votes in 2004 and in 2008. The most reasonable 

inte叩retation ofthis empirical finding is that, in 2004, candidates amassed 

more extra-party personal votes in the same places they won more intra

party personal votes, and, in 2008, they returned to these same places and 

凹的nued to win disproportionate numbers of extra-party personal votes. 

In other words, there is a strong degree of continuity in extra-pa此y personal 

votes from 2004 to 2008. 

Suppose, according to the traditional personal vote 1iterature, that a11 

personal votes are equivalent and that the incidence of personal voting sim 

ply dropped by 75-80 percent. Would we expect to see the same pattern of 
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geographical continuity? 1 argue that it would be far less cle盯. A candidate 

would only retain the suppo此 ofthose voters with the closest ties to him or 

her, and these people have a distinct geographic pattern. People with whom 

the candidate has had the longest and most intense relationships tend to be 

concentrated in the candidate's hometown. So while the candidate might 

lose 90 percent of personal votes elsewhere, he or she might only lose 60 

percent in his or her hometown. Since we would expect the candidate's 

hometown to be strong in both scenarios, this might still produce a mar

ginally significant geographical pattern. However, since there would be 

different rates of losses in different areas, the standard areas of any co

efficients would likely be relatively large. If, on the other hand, there is a 

distinction between intra- and extra-party personal votes, and candidates 

cultivated almost exactly the same extra-party personal votes in both elec

tions, the standard errors might be much smaller. In fact, the standard 

errors found in our models are extremely small; all coefficients are sig

nificant at p<.OOI. This suggests that the lat!er story, with continuity in 

extra-party personal votes, is more reasonable 

Ifthe e旺èct ofthe electoral reform is indeed that intra-party personal 

votes have been eliminated but extra-party personal votes continue to be 

lmporta帥， what significance does this have for party politics in Taiwan? 

One interesting implication is that candidates should pay less attention to 

the demands oftheir party supporters and more attention to the demands of 

voters who do not support their party. Since there are no other nominees 

from the same pa此Y to compete wi曲， candidates do not have to worry near

ly as much about losing the votes of party loyalists. They can afford to 

take positions that appeal to other voters. This conclusion is surprising 

from the traditional view of the personal vote. 15 Since personal votes are 

defined in contrast to party votes, fewer total personal votes are usually 

15Interestingly, this conclusion is not at all surprising from the perspective of the spatial 
voting literature. Less partisanship following a move from SNTV to SMD îs exactlywhat 
that literature would predict. See Anthony Downs, An Economic Theory of Democracy 
(New York: Ha中er & Row, 1957) and Ga可 w. Cox, "Centripetal and CentrifugaI Incen
tives in Electoral Systems," AmerÎcan Journal of Political Science 抖， no. 3 (November 
1990): 903-35. 1 thank the anonymous referee for pointing this out 
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considered to imply more partisan politics. However. once we disaggre

gate personal votes into intra- and extra-party personal votes, reducing total 

personal votes by eliminating intra-party personal votes implies less, not 

more, partisan politics 
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